
(Grammar tab) 

Adjectives
- descriptive words; modify nouns 
- answer questions:

What kind? What type? *colors, numbers 
How many? How much?
Which one? 
Whose? To whom does the item belong to?

- articles (the, a, an) = always adjectives 
- the = more specific / definite

- e.g. The trees grew tall.        vs. A tree grew tall. 
- a  / an = not specific/general / indefinite

*an : used w/ words that begin w/ short vowel sounds 
(a, e, i, o, u)

A omen is scary.  An owl screeched. “ah” “eh” “uh” 



Pronouns that can serve as adjectives:
Possessive Adjectives

answers: Whose?

Demonstrative 
Adjectives

answers: Which one? 

Interrogative Adjectives

answers: Whose? & 
Which one? 

my 
your
his 
her
its
our 
their

this
that

these
those

which 
what

whose

name + ‘s (in front of a noun) = possessive adjective too
           for example : Ms. Rocky’s husband is taller than she is. 



Proper Adjective
adjective formed from a proper noun

ex.  noun - Hawaii
used as an adjective > Hawaiian dancers

Compound Adjective
adjective that is made up of more than one word

ex. well - qualified surgeons



Examples for Adjectives:
For each sentence - underline the adjective and draw an arrow from the 
adjective to the noun or pronoun it’s describing. For each adjective, provide the 
question it is answering. 

1.My dad only likes Hawaiian pineapples.

2. I asked the mechanical engineer a question. 

3.She told her younger sister a bedtime story. 



Examples for Adjectives:
For each sentence - underline the adjective and draw an arrow from the 
adjective to the noun or pronoun it’s describing. For each adjective, provide the 
question it is answering. 

1.My dad only likes Hawaiian pineapples.
           Whose dad?                                                       What kind of pineapples? 

2.I asked the mechanical engineer a question.
Which engineer? What kind of engineer?  Which question? 

3. She told her younger sister a bedtime story.            
Whose sister? Which/what kind of sister?   Which story? What kind of story? 



Adjective forms…. 
Comparative Adjective:
- when 2 nouns are being 

compared to one another
- Use -er or more  

Superlative Adjective:
- When 3+ nouns are 

compared to one another
- Use -est or most 

Adjective:       The dog is small. 
Comparative: Chando is smaller than his friend, Quincy. 
Superlative:    Chando is the smallest dog in the dog park. 

*See other slides for specific rules!!!!!



SYLLABLE Review
● Syllables are parts of a word when saying 

the word
○ Dog (1 syllable) 
○ English (2 syllables) 
○ Important (3 syllables) 
○ Bogle Jr. High (4 syllables) 

Syllable Review Video for Reference

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvcgVRULaWw


Adding 
-r
-er
-st
-est

1 
syllable 
words

Comparing 2 nouns Comparing 3+ nouns



Adjective         Comparative    Superlative
Comparing 2 nouns Comparing 3+ nouns
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Adjectives
- ____________________________________
- ________________________

What kind? What type? *colors, numbers 
How many? How much?
Which one? 
Whose? To whom does the item belong to?

- _____________________________________
- the = ___________________________

- The trees grew tall.        vs. A tree grew tall. 
- a / an = _________________________

*an : used w/ words that begin w/ short vowel sounds (a, e, i, o, u)
                              The omen was scary.  An owl screeched.      _________________



Pronouns that can serve as adjectives:
Possessive Adjectives

answers: ___________

Demonstrative 
Adjectives

answers: __________

Interrogative Adjectives

answers: ____________
_________________

_____________________________ = possessive adjective too
           for example : Ms. Rocky’s husband is taller than she is. 



Proper Adjective
______________________________________

ex.  noun - Hawaii
used as an adjective > Hawaiian dancers

Compound Adjective
_______________________________________

ex. well - qualified surgeons



Examples for Adjectives:
For each sentence - underline the adjective and draw an arrow from the 
adjective to the noun or pronoun it’s describing. For each adjective, provide the 
question it is answering. 

1.My dad only likes Hawaiian pineapples.

2. I asked the mechanical engineer a question. 

3.She told her younger sister a bedtime story. 



Adjective forms…. 
Comparative Adjective:
- _____________________

_____________________
- _____________________

Superlative Adjective:
- ______________________

______________________
- ______________________

Adjective:       The dog is small. 
Comparative: Chando is smaller than his friend, Quincy. 
Superlative:    Chando is the smallest dog in the dog park. 

*See other slides for specific rules!!!!!



SYLLABLE Review
● ___________________________________

___________________________________
○ Dog (1 syllable) 
○ English (2 syllables) 
○ Important (3 syllables) 
○ Bogle Jr. High (4 syllables) 

Syllable Review Video for Reference

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvcgVRULaWw
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